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Synopsis:
Do you want real sustainable life-changing abundance?
Do you want to learn how to create abundance in all areas of your life?
Abundance by Design teaches you how to make the RIGHT decisions that will take you where you really
want to be in your life. Learn from 13 experts who use Human Design to help guide and motivate them to
achieve personal success. Through their autobiographical stories and examples in this book you will:
Recognize the forces that influence your every thought, emotion and action while learning how to
maintain your focus and direction.
Learn how to integrate your Human Design with your beliefs, values, desires, life purpose and stay
energized, passionate, on target and aligned with creating an authentic, abundant life.
Discover your life purpose and reconnect with your true desires and
Understand why this is the MOST important thing you must do to change your financial future.
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Synopsis:
You enter into this life with a Soul Plan and a Life Purpose. The unique expression of who you are has a
specific reason for being here on the planet right now. You may not always “know” that reason but your
life, if you live it authentically, will reveal that purpose to you step by step.
When we are born, the energy of the world begins to take us away from the Truth of Who We Really Are.
Your genetic lineage, your experiences, your pain, trauma and beliefs that you learn from the people around
you, condition you away from that Truth.
Living true to your Human Design Type allows you to interface and connect with the natural abundance of
the Cosmic Plan and supports you in aligning with your destiny – the lessons you sought to master before
you even incarnated. This book gives you the tools and information you need to connect to your unique
Type and the Plan that aligns with Your Destiny.
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Synopsis:
Inside the Body of God reveals a step-by-step system that helps you master the science of Alchemy:
changing the lead of limiting beliefs and deep conditioning into the gold of living life as a joyous expression
of your creativity in alignment with your Divinity. When you are no longer a victim of life, experiencing an
Earth fraught with sparse resources, suffering, and fighting, you create Heaven on Earth in partnership with
God and all things Divine. Life is intended to be easy and effortless. You are being invited to participate in a
new quantum reality that requires you to activate the Divinity within and serve as a co-creator of a powerful
new Earth. This book teaches you how to initiate and activate that alchemical process.
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Synopsis:
By gaining an understanding of Quantum Human Design, you will unleash your full potential and
create an authentic life.
The Introduction to Quantum Human Design was written by Karen Curry Parker, one of the world’s
foremost Life Coaches and Energy Psychologists.
Her guide will —
Help you decipher your Human Design Chart
Allow you to improve many aspects of your life
Give you the ability to attain a more positive outlook on life
Provide you with tools to attain a higher vibrational frequency
Connect you with the quantum universe
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Synopsis:
Prepare to transform your life in 2021!
Every year Human Design delivers a 365-day creative cycle that assists with releasing what no longer serves you and allows
for a conscious increase of creative energy as you grow and evolve. This weekly guide is designed to give you a way to
harness the Celestial energy supporting you in creating what you want in your life in 2021.
Using weekly affirmations, writing assignments, and Emotional Freedom Techniques (EFT) setup phrases, gain knowledge
on:
How the weekly Celestial weather influences your life How to explore the theme of each of the 64 Human Design Gates as
they activate each week
How to work deliberately with the core human archetypes held in the energy code of each Gate
Understanding the message and lesson of the moon phases and eclipse events throughout the year
Using creative processes to integrate the new awareness gained from each week's processes
It takes awareness and deliberate action to live the highest potential of your unique Human Design. Re-connect with the True
Story of Who You Are and explore the power and possibility of your very special life each week in The 2021 Human Design
Evolution Guide.
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Synopsis:
Our human energy “blueprint” is in a constant state of flux as we grow and change. As our creative ability expands and our
ability to fulfill the potential for a peaceful, just, and sustainable world grows, knowing about the new Global Cycle we’re
about to enter has never been more important.
In The Quantum Human, you will learn:
What’s REALLY happening in the world right now and why there’s so much tension and conflict
How the Human Design chart has evolved
New changes in the chart and how you might be impacted
How to be fully aligned with the coming changes
How to deepen your purpose and mission to ensure you do your part in creating a better world
This FULL COLOR edition will also show you how to reprogram your DNA so you can overcome outdated ancestral
programming and help your body hold higher energy frequencies.
Remember … when you reclaim the truth of who you are, you not only create a life that is worthy of you, you also take your
place in service to the world.
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Synopsis:
Prepare to transform your life in 2022!
Every year Human Design delivers a 365-day creative cycle that assists with releasing what no longer serves you and allows
for a conscious increase of creative energy as you grow and evolve. This weekly guide is designed to give you a way to
harness the Celestial energy supporting you in creating what you want in your life in 2022. Using weekly affirmations,
writing assignments, and Emotional Freedom Techniques (EFT) setup phrases, gain knowledge on:
How the weekly Celestial weather influences your life
How to explore the theme of each of the 64 Human Design Gates as they activate each week
How to work deliberately with the core human archetypes held in the energy code of each Gate
Understanding the message and lesson of the moon phases and eclipse events throughout the year
Using creative processes to integrate the new awareness gained from each week's processes
It takes awareness and deliberate action to live the highest potential of your unique Human Design. Re-connect with the True
Story of Who You Are and explore the power and possibility of your very special life each week in The 2022 Human Design
Evolution Guide.It takes awareness and deliberate action to live the highest potential of your unique Human Design. Reconnect with the True Story of Who You Are and explore the power and possibility of your very special life each week in
The 2022 Human Design Evolution Guide.
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